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Libya mired in a prolonged protection crisis

New UNSDCF structure
Protection Sector de-activation

Recognition of pockets of humanitarian needs and protection crisis

DRC, NRC and IRC agreed on the need to undertake analysis of the legal aid framework
LANDSCAPE

Impunity

Fragmented judicial system

Displacement and disrupted legal identity

Disruption of services

Access

Persisting security challenges
• DRC, NRC and IRC agreed to share and unite their existing resources
• Joint coordinated learning exercise
• Complementarity of the 3 agencies' expertise and mandate
Justice Bridge

DRC, NRC, IRC

1. Creation of the LAAF steering group and confirmation of resources
2. Preliminary data collection and Terms of reference
3. Recruitment of LAAF consultant
   Secondary data review
   Inception report
4. Complementary data collection - HH, FGD, KII
5. Draft report and consultation
6. Validation workshop
7. Finalisation report